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Our sail plan system is the discipline of producing the most optimal ship route associated with given expected 
time of arrival (ETA), passing waypoints, ship speeds, engine power requirements, etc., for a given voyage trade 
based on encountered weather forecast information and a ship’s operation performances. The primary use is 
for ocean crossing transits, but it can also be used for coastal navigation. In the current shipping industry, the 
probably most interesting objective is to minimize cost under the expected time of arrival, while accounting for 
ship, crew, and cargo safety, as well as air emission in certain environmental control areas. When minimizing the 
overall cost of a crossing, there are several factors to consider in addition to the fuel consumption, crew wages, 
and capital costs. Time dependent costs become significant when routing without a fixed arrival time. It is here 
assumed that ship operators’ work o� a schedule originating from more significant factors, thus, the primary 
focus is fuel consumption while other costs are secondary through arrival on time.

CONCEPT OF SAIL PLAN

SPACENAV SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

SPACENAV OVERALL DESCRIPTION

Overall description
SpaceNav combines information obtained from various (spaceborne, seaborne and coastal) sensor systems 
and weather forecast data into advanced numerical models to calculate the optimum sail plan for any vessel — 
continuously and in real-time. Optimized sail plans are communicated to the ships for multiple benefits (depend-
ing on the chosen optimization criteria), for instance to save fuel, reduce pollution, limit structural fatigue or to 
improve passenger and crew comfort.

The maritime industry seeks to optimize sail plans for fuel reduction, ship emission reduction and/or reduction 
in sailing time in an e�cient manner. However, they do not have su�cient means to visualize the observations 
needed to develop such an optimized sail plan. Nor do they have continuous observational updates with su�-
cient accuracy or numerical modelling capabilities.
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SpaceNav combines information obtained from various (spaceborne, seaborne and coastal) sensor systems 
and weather forecast data into advanced numerical models to calculate the optimum sail plan for any vessel - 
continuously and in real-time. Optimized sail plans are communicated to the ships for multiple benefits (depend-
ing on the chosen optimization criteria), for instance to save fuel, reduce pollution, limit structural fatigue or to 
improve passenger and crew comfort.

SpaceNav fuses ship-specific parameters such as yaw, pitch, roll, sailing speed, GPS position, structural stress, 
engine parameters, drift, loading condition, wetness, etc. with real-time weather and sea state observations. 
Observations are acquired through several Earth observation platforms and include information about waves, 
winds, currents, sea ice concentration and drift. By combining observations from multiple sensors, weaknesses 
of one particular sensor are compensated for by the characteristics of another. The sensor suite is chosen such 
that the sensors' capabilities partly overlap and complement each other. This makes SpaceNav an all-weather, 
24/7 surveillance and sail plan system.

All these observations, parameters and boundary conditions are integrated to generate an optimal sail plan that 
assists the captain in selecting the optimal route and speed pattern to the next port.

A reliable weather forecast is the core element of a sail plan service. Earth Observation (EO) data significantly 
improve the quality of the weather input data. Fuel and emission savings are directly proportional to the amount 
of Earth Observation data used by a sail plan service. In contrast with currently available commercial sail plan 
services, which are mainly based on less reliable forecasts from numerical weather models, SpaceNav uses the 
full potential of all available Earth Observation data, weather forecasts and in-situ observations combined with 
intelligent ‘self-upgrading’ ship performance models. This allows ship operators to optimize sailing routes to 
reduce fuel consumption and emissions, improve time schedule estimates and enhance collaboration between 
stakeholders.
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How it works

Various operational criteria and conditions of upcoming voyage requirements are received at an onshore 
processing centre (ORC) from an end-user/sea master prior to departure. The ORC continuously receives all 
available numerical weather forecasts and remote observations from satellites, coastal stations, buoys, aircrafts, 
etc. along the proposed voyage. Before and during the voyage, the system also collects local in-situ ship                
observations and navigational information (from the ship and neighbouring ships). This information allows 
continuous calculation, validation and updating of the originally calculated sail plan. It is frequently sent back to 
the ship with (updated) waypoints (speed/heading) and optional supporting information. The ship adjusts its 
speed and heading accordingly. In addition, ship tra�c management o�cers and other related parties (ship 
owners, charterers, analysts, modellers, data providers, etc.) also (if approved) automatically receive optimized 
way-points illustrated on a Graphical User Interface (GUI) (standalone, ECDIS or coning) in addition to ‘live’ ship 
performance data. This facilitates ‘online’ communications between stakeholders for continuous ‘optimized’ 
decision making, and also produces the required reporting documentation for various existing and upcoming                      
regulations (e.g. the MRV, EEDI, EEOI, SEEMP, ECA, etc.). 

SpaceNav contains an unique Graphical User Interface (GUI) communication platform accessible for all shipping 
stakeholders. It is adaptive so additional models, algorithms, data feeds can be ‘added’ as to validate/verify 
their qualities to other similar models /data feeds. The possibility for any “competitor” to ‘plug-in’ their solution 
to the SpaceNav platform for it to be tested and validated allows the service to easily be adopted by other 
providers of sail planning models as well as for the end-users. Easiness of use and reliability are two main barri-
ers for adoption of any sail plan service.
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SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
The SpaceNav system can have various applications in energy supply, passenger and cargo transport 
and many more. Below you can find the most common applications in the mentioned areas of maritime 
industry. 

APPLICATIONS FOR ENERGY SUPPLY 
AND CARGO TRANSPORT
The applications of SpaceNav for energy supply and cargo transport include sailing time optimization, 
improved asset preservation and maintenance and the reduction of fuel and emission via e�cient trans-
portation and asset management. 

Fuel and emissions reduction

Fuel prices for maritime transport are now from 20% up to 60% of total operational vessel costs in yearly 
averages, but with very significant and unpredictable variations that can cause severe financial impacts to 
the industry. SpaceNav is achieving a significant fuel reduction in the operation of a ship due to the 
improved and accurate sail plans that are updated in real time. In e�ect, a virtual ship-specific IT centre 
continuously calculates the optimal sail heading and speed for each ship, based on the most up-to-date 
Earth observation data and numerous numerical models.

Similarly, the emission of CO2 and other pollutants (such as sulphur dioxides, nitrogen oxides and fine 
particulate matter) can be reduced, resulting in less pollution along major trade routes and coastal areas. 
In particular, it allows the ship operator to become aware of the actual ship pollution and thereby provides 
means to comply with environmental regulations at any given geographical location. The system                 
calculates the constant speed to be held from departure toarrival.

Optimized sailing time

SpaceNav makes it possible to optimize the sail plan according to operational requirements, such as port 
slot times, channel passing slots (Suez or Panama channel) and tide schedules (for instance, a VLCC 
needs high tide to enter and leave the port of Rotterdam).

Traditionally, sea masters give a 10% time margin over the journey to ensure a timely arrival at their desti-
nation due to various risks, in particular uncertainty in the weather forecasts and sea state conditions. This 
causes large overheads as typically the ship operates at very low speed during the last hours of a journey. 
With a more accurate sail plan based on real-time weather and sea state observations, time margins can 
be greatly reduced.

Asset preservation and maintenance

The life expectancy of a commercial ship depends to a large extent on the stress the ship (and especially 
the hull of the ship) is experiencing at sea. Commercial ships are designed for a life expectancy of around 
30 years. This can only be achieved with extensive maintenance of the hull according to the stress it 
encounters. Due to the fact that it is unknown today what the actual encountered stress of the ship is, 
maintenance cycles are based on regular intervals disregarding the actual need for maintenance. This 
can lead to serious safety issues. On the other hand, with the appropriate observational data and fatigue 
models, maintenance cycles can be significantly optimized to an 'as needed basis'. Furthermore, an 
explicit reduction of the exposure to heavy sea can significantly extend the life expectancy of the ship 
asset.
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The applications of SpaceNav for passenger transport include the improvement of passenger and crew com-
fort, the reduction of fuel and emission for a cleaner environment, and asset preservation to reduce mainte-
nance  costs, which leads to, improved comfort and e�ciency.

Passenger and crew comfort
Sail plans can be optimized to avoid irregular waves and thereby unpleasant journeys for passengers (and 
crew). This especially holds for cruise ships, where passenger comfort, well-being and safety are important.

Fuel and emission reduction
SpaceNav is achieving a significant reduction of both required fuel and the emission of CO2 and other pollut-
ants (such as sulphur dioxides, nitrogen oxides and fine particulate matter), resulting in cleaner passenger and 
crew environments and less pollution along major trade routes and coastal areas.

SpaceNav helps with asset preservation and maintenance in passenger transport in the same way we 
described for energy supply and cargo transport applications. 

APPLICATIONS FOR
PASSENGER TRANSPORT



ADDED VALUE

BENEFITS

SpaceNav introduces new features to the market. Most systems o�er only fuel and emission optimization while 
our service contains much more features/products/services. Each additional feature allows the potential 
customers to save on fuel costs. 

Attractive subscription price per year 

Fuel optimization 

Emission Optimization 

Fatigue optimization 

Ice routing optimization 

Ship specific 

Local observations 

In addition to the above main advantages listed above, SpaceNav also increases benefits not realized in the 
current sail plan service market, particularly related to awareness of ship performances and its added-value, for 
example our established inter-communication platform between di�erent stakeholders (e.g. ship owner, char-
tering company, ship captains) to exchange sail performance related data. 

This allows: 
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the ability to better predict financial and commercial needs of ship operators, 

strategic, long- & short-term ship/cargo transport planning among stakeholders, 

better understanding of the ship’s and/or fleet’s overall performance of individual voyages and typical 
voyages (e.g. ETA sailing in stormy seasons), 

improved capability to recommend maintenance & retrofit plans based on collected ship operational data, 

enhanced capability to improve risk-assessment models, 

more energy e�cient & safer ship designs, etc. 

Continuous route update 

Real time observation 

Multi sub-model platform 

User friendly display 

Self-learning feedback loop 

24-7 operations 

Scale e�ect 

This assists SpaceNav in winning market reputation as a sustainable sail planning service provider. SpaceNav 
is a commercial service platform sustained by a production process capable of delivering the sail planning 
service to clients, extensively validated and accepted as a ‘market-uptake’ service to the shipping industry, 
providing tangible cost-benefits. Maritime end-users can observe immediate benefits in terms of fuel saving, 
ship and cargo safety and reliable assistance to ensure correct ETA, plus a solution to comply with existing and 
upcoming environmental reporting regulations. End-users by providing in-situ observations and validation data 
back to the system enable training of the various models as well as a-posteriori evaluation of the sail plans 
provided. This improves ‘big-data’ techniques and assist validation of new data feeds/models/algorithms, etc., 
with the goal to further improve the system’s overall performance. 

SpaceNav disrupts the traditional sail plan services, providing economical viable and scalable opportunities for 
all stakeholders.
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The state of the art in terms of providing metocean and sea ice observations derived from  Earth                     
Observation (and particularly space-based) assets are readily available but not ‘transferred’ to maritime 
operational use. Moreover, the ‘quality checking’ of the Earth Observation to actual observed ship                   
observations using a feedback module limits the possible ‘negative’ impacts. This utilization will                     
indirectly quantify and qualify the correctness of specific Earth Observation algorithms’ ability to derive 
geophysical observations. To maximize the value further the service adapts easily (i.e. in a standardised 
way) additional geophysical remote sensing algorithms in order to facilitate upcoming (satellite) missions 
or other new  Earth Observation data feeds.

Furthermore, the identification of performance parameters is derived to help improve past performance 
by machine learning and also improve (and select) the models and data feeds that provides the best 
results in various sailing situations, i.e. the feedback-loop identifies which data feeds, algorithms, (sub-) 
models and procedures are working best and when. This knowledge-base in-turn allows to improve 
and/or exchange individual data feeds, algorithms, (sub-) models, and (sub-) systems in order to               
maximize the total system performances; i.e. a functionality that allows this ‘e-Service’ platform to ‘learn’ 
from the past to select ‘the best’.

Implementation of the SpaceNav planning system will lead to the average verified advantages:

A minimum of a 7% decrease in fuel consumption and at least a 7% decrease in CO2, SOx, PM           
emissions

90% correct ETA berth-to-berth (better overall route optimization)

40% e�ort saving concerning navigation functions in sail planning

90% e�ort saving of administration workload as to comply with numerous reporting requirements to 
various regulatory bodies (e.g. the EU emission control regime)

15% extension of a ship’s service life, i.e. from 30 to 34.5 years and 20% savings with respect to main-
tenance and inspection costs (by heavy weather avoidance and structural fatigue modelling)

50% reduction in risk during navigation in ice infested waters.

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS

The three greatest di�erences between SpaceNav and other sail plan services are:

extensive use of a very large plurality of  Earth Observation data feeds

a ‘feedback loop’ algorithm based on ‘big-data’ & machine learning analytics to utilize past                     
performance to improve future sail plan calculations

a model framework that allows multi-objective optimization (a sail plan can be optimized e.g. for ETA 
& emission savings simultaneously utilizing several numerical model parallel runs supported by the 
machine learning analytics). Parameters such as reduced speed due to wave and wind, engine 
power at current speed, required fuel for a nautical mile, required fuel to the destination and to 
current location are calculated. Metocean (meteorological-oceanographic) information (prevailing 
and upcoming), e.g. wind, waves, currents, are provided to the vessel to support awareness and 
expected upcoming sea state.
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Data analysis using machine learning techniques to automatically generate knowledge about the characteris-
tics of the ships environment and upcoming sea state/metocean conditions ahead will be constantly improved 
to significantly extend current state-of-the-art approaches for e�ciency gains. The satellite observations and 
similar Earth Observation  data feeds are utilized in a new (and so far unused) context; to reduce sensitivity of 
weather/ metocean forecast errors for sail planning; and the route optimizer and ship performance models 
(describing a ship’s operational performance under di�erent sea environments) are being continuously moni-
tored and updated using onboard measurements and encountered weather data calibrated by the added Earth 
Observation observations. The system interlinks a plurality of Earth Observation  data feeds, observations, algo-
rithms, models and sub-systems allowing all of them to ‘compete’ as to always be able to extract the observa-
tions and models that has been ‘learned’ to be the best (i.e. has the lowest operational cost) for a ship in a 
certain (environmental and/or operational) condition. This allows the platform to be expanded further as to 
remove low performing data feeds/models but empower/modify the best ones.
SpaceNav is the only service that provides a robust sail-planning solution based on validated models using the 
largest possible collection of data sources/feeds linking all available Earth Observation  and other data feed 
systems.

IMO regulation on ship energy e�ciency management plan (SEEMP) came into force from January 2013, i.e. 
a requirement to follow a plan to implement energy e�ciency measures (routing plan, clean hull, auxiliary 
wind propulsion, etc.)

Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECAs) or Emission Control Areas (ECAs) in which stricter controls are now 
established to minimize airborne emissions (SOx, NOx, ODS, VOC) from ships as defined by Annex VI[2] of 
the 1997 MARPOL Protocol, i.e. ships sailing in these waters need to reduce such emissions to 0.1% as of 1st 
January 2015

EU maritime transport regulation MRV (coming into force from 2018) to measure and report emissions and 
fuel consumptions for each vessel and related regulations pushing renewable energy solutions

Fuel costs equal 430% of the total life cost of a tank vessel; it’s the largest single cost a vessel will incur over 
its life-time.



WHO OWNS THE SERVICE?
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O�shore Navigation Ltd’s (ONL) mission is to become the leading provider of voyage and route plan 
systems. ONL shall provide the most accurate and advanced navigation system for worldwide o�shore 
and maritime use that will enable greater fuel optimization and make the global maritime transport more 
sustainable.

ONL develops innovative route planning services based on the SpaceNav (Space Based Maritime Navi-
gation) system. The SpaceNav concept consists of a route plan that guides vessels how to e�ciently sail 
from one port to the next. The system contains unique observational capabilities and computational 
models based on space-born data to calculate the route for the vessels to follow. This in turn results in 
a safer and more economical execution of maritime and o�shore operations.

Due to its unique characteristics, the SpaceNav system is suitable for a wide variety of applications relat-
ed to energy supply, passenger transport, and general cargo transport.

The ONL management team has profound knowledge and technical capabilities in the areas of sail/voy-
age planning and the global sensor/earth observation market. Proper understanding of the operational 
constraints of maritime and o�shore monitoring systems help satisfying the needs of the shipping and 
o�shore markets. In other words, we have a complimentary ability to adapt solutions to the maritime and 
o�shore markets and we can identify and resolve end-user pressing needs.

O�shore Navigation Ltd is represented in the geographical regions of Europe (UK, Norway, Cyprus), The 
Caribbean (Cayman Islands, Anguilla, St. Kitts/Nevis), United States (Nevada), and Asia (Singapore).

 
info@o�shorenavigation.com
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